
By Chance Alone by Max Eisen

visiting Germany and Cambodia

not go to camps or killing fields

too much


easier to be at museum than the real place


Germany - hit personally

could have been family members


Dachau

incredibly intense and emotional experience

not come out the same person you went in


had not realized that there were so many

that Auschwitz was more like an Archipelago… a la Solzhenitsyn and The Gulag Archipelago

islands in a chain


staff at camps

some stayed in same place for long time

others moved on


structure of book

narrative of time as kid was really clear

framing, introduction and conclusion needed more editing


Max’s story about the book - how and why get published

his illness a few years ago


friend of Peter B’s

Al Wygood

worked in Honduras - building schools

local programme and investment

design and build from local community

first year he stopped hoisting the cement blocks was when he was 90 years old


aging - keeping active


Resilience - the capacity to recover and how to cope in spite of setbacks and overcoming 
obstacles

kids sent to rural farms from London during the Blitz and bombings in WW2

loving families or slave labour and abuse…

hard to really know or account for all of the factors


Max’s Czeck background

love of the anthem

where is my home?

never had to face this kind of situation

the difference between choosing to leave and having to leave


Canada Reads

listen to the debates


https://www.cbc.ca/books/canadareads
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especially the Q&A


Wendy

friend lived through war

borders kept changing

when older real trouble figuring which country ‘owed’ him his pension

challenges your notion of what home is


people who live through war and have to flee - often home is no longer there

Max story about going back to his house…


the idea that your neighbour is suddenly your enemy

capriciousness of who survived

he survived because a bad thing happened - which led to his survival


survivor guilt

huge issue


friend

wife is Rwandan genocide survivor

same thing

not let the issue disappear


The Tipping Point

would anything be different if…

would we behave differently?  would we be up-standers, or by-standers?


point at which Max called out for being a dirty Jew

treated them as the devil incarnate - treat animals better than treat the jews

combination of evil leadership of the German Reich

socially acceptable to behave this way


N Am the past few years

it going this way here

it becoming acceptable

why this vitriol on the internet


Unlearning Hate event in early June

phenomenal story… book available

check out the resources available at the Facing History and Ourselves website


The Globe and Mail, May 18th, 2019

Doug Saunders opinion column titled ‘Why our politics pits rural parties against urban parties'

why are rural areas conservative and urban areas liberal

strongest votes against immigrants and diversity comes from areas where there is no diversity

its the unknown

also don’t travel - they only know what they know


don’t be smug - we have our own issues

anti-immigrant


https://www.facinghistory.org/get-involved/benefit-dinners/canada
https://www.facinghistory.org/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-why-our-politics-pits-rural-parties-against-urban-parties/
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indigenous population


its like being single

you never have to compromise or accommodate or consider


Brene Brown

The Gifts of Imperfection


keeping on going

knowing he comes out on the right side at the end

if a novel and thought there might be a terrible ending

likes a happy ending


the reason there so few survivors is that every one of them had to win 15 lotteries to see it 
through

Legacy project (Hospice Muskoka) - so many if’s…

sometimes when were in the crisis its the hardest time - the importance of preparing

learn the skills that will allow you to see through life

life equal amounts of sadness and joy - how do we spend our lives?

what are we learning?


a life of self-reflection - 


Nursing home story (Dave)

turnover - seems uncaring and disrespectful - but 20 people desperately needing that care

Idea - not be too hard for LTC to have a memory wall or something similar


Voices of Victory

voicesofvictory.ca


The Tattooist of Auschwitz

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/dec/07/the-tattooist-of-auschwitz-attacked-as-
inauthentic-by-camp-memorial-centre


FROM EVIE

As I cannot attend tomorrow’s meeting, I thought I would offer a few thoughts which you 
may wish to share with the group. Holocaust stories, of which this is one of many, are 
intended to both bear witness to a terrible evil and to warn of what can happen when 
people ignore discrimination against any group whether different by race, religion, or 
other affiliation. It is important to connect the dots to the present and not just consider 
this a past event. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6xb4H5ueKs
http://voicesofvictory.ca
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/dec/07/the-tattooist-of-auschwitz-attacked-as-inauthentic-by-camp-memorial-centre
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/dec/07/the-tattooist-of-auschwitz-attacked-as-inauthentic-by-camp-memorial-centre
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Anti-semitism is again rearing it’s ugly head. I refer not only to the events in the USA but 
also the continuous negative press that Israel receives. We do not hear much about the 
wonderful things that Israel does but only the negative. Jewish students no longer feel 
comfortable expressing views favourable to Israel on campus. The BDS (Boycott, 
Divest, Sanction) movement is strong. Israel is a tiny democracy. Why is there no BDS 
movement against China, Russia, Myanmar, Syria, Sudan, etc.? Israel is far from 
perfect but the continuous bashing of this country is really just another form of anti-
semitism. 

I could go on about the rise in direct anti-semitism in Europe and around the world but I 
think I have already said more than enough. 

Thank goodness Canada is still a tolerant country and there are still many good people 
here and abroad. We all need to try and do our part so that our country remains the 
wonderful place that it is today.

Have a good meeting and discussion.


